ELECT
James Colton Macdonald
For URSU President

Experience

James Colton Macdonald has been active in student politics since starting University in 2014.

Previous roles include: Arts Member of the URSU Board, President of the Psychology Student’s Association, and the University Council.

I ask for your vote to achieve the following:

1. **Park the Parking Fees.**
   Colton would work to reduce parking fees, pave the gravel parking lots at no extra cost to students, and advocate for warnings before parking tickets are issued. Students should be able to focus on their futures, not suffer from parking anxiety.

2. **Freeze Tuition.**
   After a decade of tuition increases, Colton would call on the government to freeze tuition and work to prevent the University from transferring further cost burdens onto students.

3. **Speed up Student Loans.**
   Colton would work with the University and government to speed up the timeframe for the student loan approval process and the release of student loan funds.

4. **Living Wage Employment.**
   Colton would establish the University of Regina Students Union as a living wage employer to ensure a minimum of $15/hour and call for the University to follow the lead.

5. **Fight for Fair and Affordable Education.**
   Colton would work to build community support for student issues. While others seek to tear down the student movement, Colton would repair and strengthen the relationship with the Canadian Federation of Students to build a stronger national movement to help students.

Let’s work for real action to help students. Vote Colton.